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Abstract This paper presents a comprehensive study of geomagnetic storm time currents usingmagnetic
field recorded by multispacecraft polar‐orbiting mission, Swarm. During geomagnetic storm period, the
magnetic field variations obtained after removing the internal geomagnetic field and quiet time
contributions can be considered as a proxy for storm time currents and are found to follow the temporal
profile of Dst index very closely. These variations at the equatorial crossings recorded by multiple‐spacecraft
are used to estimate the Dst values and are found to have a goodmatch with the ground‐based Dst index. The
average deviation between these two is around 4–13%. We have estimated the asymmetry by taking the
difference between the magnetic field variations at two local time sectors separated by 12 hr. The estimated
asymmetry shows a good match with the AsyH‐index, especially when satellite traverses in the dawn‐dusk
sector. In general, the magnetic field variations are stronger in the night‐to‐dusk sector than day‐to‐dawn
sector, which could be due to the larger pressure‐gradients near night‐to‐dusk caused by ion movements.
The important advantage of Swarmmission is that it provides an opportunity to investigate the longitudinal
gradients in the storm time magnetic fields. It is observed that in general, the gradients are stronger during
the main phase of the storm, centered near the equator with a latitudinal width of ~20–30° in both the
hemispheres, and are supportive to the scenario of particle‐injection from the magnetotail. The stronger
gradients are observed at higher latitudes (~40°) during the episodes of substorms and might be associated
with the ionospheric/field‐aligned currents.

Plain Language Summary The space weather events such as geomagnetic storms can have a
huge impact on the terrestrial magnetic and plasma environment, producing large currents, which in
turn, impact spaceborne communication, navigation systems, aviation and satellite operations, and electric
power grids, etc. The paper presents a new approach to estimate geomagnetic indices equivalent to Dst and
AsyH during geomagnetic storms, making use of the increased observations from space‐based instruments
in recent times, and demonstrates their utility in quantifying the geomagnetic environment. The important
advantage of multispacecraft Swarm mission is that it provides an opportunity to investigate the spatial
gradients in the storm time magnetic fields. The paper reports that strong azimuthal gradients in the
magnetic field, near the equatorial sector, are associated with particle injection from the magnetotail. The
paper demonstrates the utility of space‐based measurements in understanding the
geomagnetic environment.

1. Introduction

Geomagnetic storms are produced by enhanced solar wind‐magnetosphere energy coupling through the
mechanism of magnetic reconnection (Dungey, 1961). A typical geomagnetic storm signature is
characterized by a depression in the horizontal component of the geomagnetic field at low to middle
latitudes, which is due to the ring current encircling around the Earth in a westward direction in the
equatorial plane and can be monitored by the Dst or SymH index (Daglis et al., 1999; Kamide et al., 1997).
The asymmetric part of the ring current is indicated by AsyH index. These indices are computed using the
magnetic field measurements at longitudinally separated low latitude ground stations (details at http://
wdc.kugi.kyoto‐u.ac.jp).

Geomagnetic storms have been explored extensively from the ground as well as spaceborne platforms (Abdu
et al., 2006; Dunlop et al., 1988; Horvath & Lovell, 2014; Liemohn et al., 2001; Munsami, 2000; Rangarajan,
1989; Sugiura, 1964; Weygand & McPherron, 2006). It has been realized that the presence of field‐aligned
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currents (FACs), ionospheric closure currents, substorm current wedge, magnetopause currents, magneto-
tail currents, prompt penetration electric fields, etc., during storm time can cause asymmetry in the ring cur-
rent (Akasofu & Chapman, 1964; Dubyagin et al., 2014; Friedrich et al., 1999; Greenspan & Hamilton, 2000;
Liemohn et al., 2001; Siscoe & Crooker, 1974; Turner et al., 2000). Using magnetic field measurements from
magnetospheric four‐satellite mission, Cluster, as well as from various polar low Earth orbiting (LEO) satel-
lites, the storm time FACs have been estimated using Ampere's law (Dunlop et al., 2002; Lühr et al., 1994,
2015; Robert et al., 1998). Also, attempts have been made using polar LEO satellite such as CHAMP to inves-
tigate the effects of geomagnetic storms on thermosphere/ionosphere system (Balan et al., 2012; Manoj et al.,
2013; Oliveira et al., 2017). These studies are mainly based on the electron density measurements and wind
drag information derived from LEO observations. Balasis et al. (2012) have studied the ultralow frequency
wave activity during geomagnetic storm using multipoint observations from CHAMP, Cluster, and
Geotail missions. Recently, Swarm satellite measurements are used for studying geomagnetic storms
(Astafyeva et al., 2016; De Michelis et al., 2016). De Michelis et al. (2016) analyzed the dynamical changes
in the magnetic field scaling features during the development of the geomagnetic storm. Astafyeva et al.
(2016) investigated the storm time evolution of the ionospheric response. Dunlop et al. (2015) reported
matching signatures of FACs simultaneously near the ionosphere at Swarm orbit (~500 km) and in the
magnetosphere (Cluster satellites). Hamilton (2013) presented a scheme to study the magnetospheric and
corresponding induced fields through Fast Track Magnetospheric Model (FTMM) using LEO satellites.

It is known that temporal changes in the baseline of Dst index hurdle the geomagnetic field modeling.
Therefore, Olsen et al. (2014) derived a new index called RC index, which describes the strength of the back-
ground ring current present even during geomagnetic quiet conditions. It is derived by an hour‐by‐hour
spherical harmonic analysis of hourly values of the magnetic field from ground geomagnetic observatories
located at middle to low latitudes and nighttime sector. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA)'s Van Allen Storm Probes have made direct measurements of the ring current particle population
and deduced the ring current intensity (Lanzerotti & Gerrard, 2016). Another NASA mission of Image satel-
lite carried the Energetic Neutral Atom imagers from which the ring current intensity was inferred (Brandt
et al., 2002). Applying curlometer technique to themagnetic field observed by Cluster spacecraft, Zhang et al.
(2011) deduced the azimuthal distribution of ring current. Thus, there are attempts to estimate ring current
either through direct or indirect measurements.

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate storm time currents using multipoint magnetic field mea-
surements from the Swarm satellite constellation. Swarm mission satellites A and C orbit side by side at an
altitude of ~470 km, and satellite B orbits at an altitude of ~520 km above the Earth's surface. As the mission
progresses, satellite Bmoves away from the other two satellites in longitude. The separation was of ~ 30° dur-
ing April 2014 to August 2015. Here we present a method to compute Dst index using multipoint spaceborne
measurements. The method of data analysis and observations are described in section 2. Sections 3 and 4
sketch the scheme to estimate symmetric and asymmetric part of the storm time ring current, respectively.
We have compared our estimates with the actual Dst index for the geomagnetic storms occurred during
April 2014 to August 2015. We believe that this is the first explicit study on the storm time current using
polar orbiting LEO satellite magnetic field observations. Longitudinal gradients in the storm time currents
are investigated in section 5. Finally, sections 6 and 7 discuss and summarize the results.

2. Data Analysis and Observations

We analyze magnetic field data of 1‐Hz resolution recorded by European Space Agency's Swarm mission
satellites (Friis‐Christensen et al., 2006; Olsen et al., 2013). To remove the contribution from the internal ori-
gin, we used Chaos model (CHAOS‐6) of geomagnetic field (Olsen et al., 2016), which is subtracted from the
satellite observations. Note that we subtracted only the main and crustal field components and did not
remove any external contribution or induced current component. In order to remove quiet time ionospheric
current contribution such as equatorial electrojet, Sq, from the Swarm magnetic field measurements, we
selected nearby geomagnetic quiet day and subtracted the residual magnetic field of quiet time passes having
similar longitude (±10°) and nearly same local time (LT; within ±0.5 hr). This removes the contribution due
to quiet time currents to some extent and also regional anomalies present, if any. Figure 1 shows the latitu-
dinal profile of the residual field variations (obtained after removing main field model) in the total magnetic
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field (ΔF). The red curve shows typical daytime satellite pass during geo-
magnetic storm on 25 December 2013, and the blue curve is that during
geomagnetic quiet conditions on 24 December 2013 (∑Kp = 3−). The dis-
played storm time Swarm A satellite pass traversed over the longitude of
342°E, with near noon LT. The quiet time pass selected for the subtraction
was also in the near noon LT sector with a longitude of 339°E. The varia-
tions within ±40° geomagnetic latitude are shown here. Both these curves
show the presence of daytime equatorial electrojet near the equator
(strong dip in the equatorial belt within ±10° latitude). The details of
the equatorial electrojet signatures in LEO satellite observations can be
found in Jadhav et al. (2002a, 2002b) and Thomas et al. (2017). In order
to remove the quiet time ionospheric current contribution from the dis-
turbed time profile, we subtracted the blue curve from the red one. The
resultant profile (black curve) obtained after removing the quiet time
ionospheric contribution shows broad variations in latitude without equa-
torial electrojet signature. This variation essentially represents the varia-
tions due to storm time currents such as symmetric ring current, partial
ring current, magnetopause currents, field aligned currents, andmagneto-
tail currents. The negative variation, which is stronger near the equator,
may indicate magnetospheric westward current encircling in the equator-
ial plane around the Earth. Thus, the broad latitudinal variation may be

considered as a proxy of ring current variation. Here dashed curve indicates the external field contribution
obtained from CHAOS model considering RC index (Olsen et al., 2014). Note that the external field esti-
mated by CHAOS is too weak compared to the magnetospheric currents estimated through present analysis.

2.1. Geomagnetic Storm on 8 June 2015

Figure 2 shows the latitudinal profile of the storm time fields (residual fields in total component) during each
pass of Sat A, on 8 June 2015, when a geomagnetic storm (SymH ~ −105 nT) occurred. Here onward, we will
refer residual fields as the magnetic field variations obtained after removing the geomagnetic field and quiet
time current contributions. Figures 2a and 2b show the latitudinal profiles of residual magnetic field varia-
tions during daytime and nighttime passes, respectively. SymH and AsyH indices are plotted in Figure 2c.
The onset of the storm took place at ~6 UT, and the main phase continued till ~8 UT, followed by the recov-
ery. But again at ~12 UT, the SymH index started decreasing. This second decrease in SymHmay indicate the
intensification of the ring current or could be associated with substorm activity or decrease in the solar wind
pressure. From the online SuperMAG service portal, it is found that the feature is seen at all local times and
hence not due to the substorm phenomenon. So this decrease could be associated with the drop in the solar
wind pressure (Figure 7) or due to the strengthening of the ring current. We have divided the storm period
into three parts, viz., (i) prestorm phase, (ii) main and early recovery phase, and (iii) late recovery phase. We
have shaded these regions with different background colors in Figure 2c.

Note that during the event, Sat A traversed in near noon‐midnight orbit (Table 1). The stack plots in
Figures 2a and 2b are arranged with increasing UT from bottom to top, and for this reason, an additional
vertical shift is introduced in the depicted profiles. Here we wish to show how the latitudinal profiles of dif-
ferent passes change, as the storm progresses. The UT indicated by the right end of the pass is the time (UT)
of the equatorial crossing during that satellite pass. Being a polar orbiting mission, Swarm satellites cover the
entire latitudinal range in about 45 min during its half orbit. For the convenience of the reader, we have used
different colors for the passes corresponding to above mentioned three parts of the storm. Passes before the
commencement of the storm (0–6 UT) are shown by green color (prestorm phase). Satellite passes during
main and early recovery phase between 6 UT to 16 UT are shown by red color (main and early recovery
phase), and those during late recovery phase are shown by blue color.

One can observe that the latitudinal profiles of the residual fields before the onset of the storm (green curves)
are almost flat during nighttime, and small variation is observed during daytime passes. The bottommost
plot during daytime shows little dip near the equator, but the second plot from the bottom, which is at
~2:30 UT, shows increase near the equator, which could be associated with some positive undulations

Figure 1. Magnetic field (total component) variations at the topside of the
ionosphere after subtracting the internal geomagnetic field. The blue curve
is during a typical geomagnetic quiet time conditions (24 December 2013—
satellite A; longitude: 339°E; local time: 12:03), the red curve is during geo-
magnetic storm (25 December 2013—satellite A; longitude: 342 E; local
time: 11:58), and the black curve is obtained after subtracting quiet time
variations from storm time. The black dashed curve is the ring current
contribution from CHAOS model.
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observed in the SymH before the onset of the storm. Also, in the recovery phase at 1900, 2030, and 2200 UT,
similar pattern of increased variations near the equator is observed.

During the main and early recovery phase of the storm, the residual fields at the night as well as day time
passes show large negative variations, peaking near the equator (red color plots). The amplitude of the var-
iation reduces in the recovery phase (blue curves). The latitudinal profiles of the variations are quite smooth
in the night sector, whereas dayside profiles show additional modulations over the broad trend. Sometimes,
signatures similar to equatorial electrojet appear in the residuals (e.g., residuals at 0700, 1500 UT), which
could be due to prompt penetration of storm time electric fields. And the signatures similar to counter elec-
trojet (Vichare & Rajaram, 2011) between 18 and 23 UT could be due to the dominance of the overshielding
fields during the late recovery phase.

2.2. Geomagnetic Storm on 17–18 March 2015

The most intense geomagnetic storm of solar cycle 24 till date took place during 17–18 March 2015. The
SymH index reached below ~ −200 nT. During the period of this storm, Swarm‐A satellite traversed in the
early morning (~07:30 LT) and evening local times (~19:30 LT), whilst satellite B revolved in 09–21 LT sector.
We have considered here only satellites A and B, as satellites A and C fly almost in the same LT sector.

Figure 2. (a and b) Stack plots of residual fields, that is, the latitudinal profiles of the total magnetic fields due to storm
time currents at different passes of satellite A on 8 June 2015, during the day (local time ~12:15) and night (local time
~00:15) times, respectively. UTs of equatorial crossings of satellite passes are indicated by the right most end of the pass on
the y axis shown on the right side of the panels. The green, red, and blue color plots indicate the passes during
prestorm, main‐early recovery, and late recovery phases respectively. (c) SymH and AsyH variations. SymH scales marked
on the left axis and AsyH on the right axis.
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The magnetic fields of quiet time (22 March 2015) passes in the nearby
longitudes (within ±10°) and local times (within ±30 min) are subtracted
from the storm time passes. We have plotted this difference (which can be
considered to represent the variations due to storm time currents) during
different satellite passes in the course of geomagnetic storm on 17–18
March 2015 in Figure 3. The residuals along the passes (within ±40°
geomagnetic latitude) of satellites A and B are shown in the upper panel.
Note that satellite A has alternate passes near dawn (7:30 LT) and dusk
(19:30 LT) sectors, while satellite B has alternate day (9 LT) and night
(21 LT) passes. The red and black colors indicate near dawn/day and
dusk/night satellite passes, respectively. These residuals are compared
with SymH index, which is shown by magenta color. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the times of equatorial crossings by satellites A and B. AsyH

index is shown in the bottom panel. Note that in the upper panel we are showing the results from two
satellites, and hence, there are two vertical dashed lines, indicating the times of equatorial crossings by
satellites A (blue) and B (orange). We have extended these dashed lines though out the upper panel so that
the spacing between these lines would give an idea about how the timings of the equatorial crossings by two
satellites (A and B) deviate from each other. It can be noticed that the spacing between these lines varies with
time and is not constant, making the lines sometimes to overlap on each other, or sometimes well separated.
For example, up to 12 UT on 17 March, the timings of equatorial crossings for satellites A and B are well
separated (~30 min difference), but at 21 UT the difference is small up to 5–10 min. At 8 UT on 18 March
the equatorial crossings by satellites A and B occur almost simultaneously.

The St. Patrick's Day storm on 17–18 March 2015 composed of storm sudden commencement (SSC), initial,
main, and recovery phases. The sudden impulse of ~50 nT magnitude occurred at ~5 UT on 17 March. The
SymH index dropped by ~ −100 nT at ~9 UT and then started recovering, but soon later again started
decreasing. SymH reached ~ −200 nT at ~23 UT; thus, the main phase of the storm showed two‐step
decrease with total main phase interval of ~17 hr. Then the recovery took place during almost entire day
on 18 March. Interestingly, the satellite data show the trend similar to SymH, including the double step of

Table 1
List of Geomagnetic Storms

LT range

Sr. no Event Satellite A Satellite B Minimum SymH

1 8 December 13 0130–1330 0130–1330 −72
2 25 December 13 1130–2330 1130–2330 −45
3 18 February 14 0630–1830 0630–1830 −127
4 17 March 15 0730–1930 0900–2100 −234
5 8 June 15 0015–1215 0215–1415 −105
6 22 June 15 1100–2300 0100–1300 −139
7 15 August 15 0600–1800 0815–2015 −75
8 23 August 15 0500–1700 0730–1930 −62

Figure 3. Upper panel shows temporal variations in the magnetic field profiles due to storm time currents, as seen by
satellites A and B during geomagnetic storm on 17–18 March 2015, dawn/daytime (red) and dusk/nighttime (black)
passes, along with SymH index (magenta). The vertical dashed lines in the upper panel indicate the times of equatorial
crossings by satellites A (blue) and B (orange). The bottom panel shows the AsyH index, during the event.
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the main phase. The residual fields are very small before the SSC, indicating the absence of any significant
currents. At the time of SSC, the satellite fields exhibited inverted V type signature, indicating an increase in
the magnetic field value, which maximizes near the equator. The variation in the residual profiles increases
as the storm main phase progresses and then decreases in the recovery phase of the storm (Figure 3). Note
that not only the variation within ±40° enhances, but the entire latitudinal profile moves toward stronger
negative values from the prestorm level. The variations during multisteps in the main phase are also marked
by the satellite measurements. Thus, the temporal variations in SymH index and satellite‐based magnetic
field values match very well.

Moreover, one can notice that there is a discernible difference between the amplitudes of the magnetic field
variations during morning/near‐dawn and night/near‐dusk passes, with stronger amplitudes during
night/near‐dusk time passes. The difference between day and night passes becomes large especially during
the main phase of the storm. Interestingly, the AsyH index also shows enhanced values during that time.
Since AsyH index essentially gives the asymmetry seen at different local time sectors, the day (dawn)‐night
(dusk) asymmetry recorded by the satellite can be related to the AsyH index.

3. Computation of Dst Index

As discussed in the previous section, the residual fields can be considered as a proxy of storm time magneto-
spheric currents. Within a time interval of about 1 hr, each satellite crosses the equator twice (half orbital
period is ~45 min). We utilize the measurements at the equatorial crossings by satellites A and B to estimate
the Dst index, which is computed by taking an average of the measurements at these equatorial crossing
points. One can notice from Figure 3 (vertical dashed lines) that the equatorial crossing times of satellites
A and B can be nearly simultaneous or may differ by ~ 25 min. We have selected a window of 2 hr and col-
lected all the available equatorial crossing points of satellites A and B. This ensures the availability of at least
four points. Average of these points is considered as an estimate of Dst index. This procedure is repeated by
sliding the window by 1 hr. Thus, we get the estimate of Dst values at each hour.

The temporal profiles of Dst estimates based on Swarm satellite measurements are compared with the
ground‐based Dst and SymH indices during five geomagnetic storms occurred between April 2014 and
August 2015, listed in Table 1 (Sr. No. 4–8) and are shown in Figure 4a. The Dst values are not estimated
for the first three storms, which took place during the early phase of the Swarm mission, when satellites
A and B were placed very close in longitudes. It can be noted that in general, the match of our estimates
is very good with the Dst index. It is observed that sometimes the present Dst estimates as well as ground
based Dst values deviate from SymH index, which could be due to the resolution differences. The percentage
deviations of present Dst estimates from standard ground‐based Dst index with respect to the minimum
value of Dst index are depicted in Figure 4b. The deviations are in general less than 20%, indicating a good
match of our estimates with ground‐based Dst index. During the event of 15 August 2015, the deviation
appears larger (>50%) near 13 UT. However, one can notice that the match of our estimates with SymH
index is better compared to that with Dst index (Figure 4a). Note that in the present study, the Dst is
estimated by taking average of the equatorial magnetic field values observed by satellites A and B over
2‐hr time window. With an orbital period of ~90 min, each satellite will cross the equator 2–3 times within
the duration of 2 hr, providing up to 4 to 6 observations by the two satellites. Thus, we have estimated Dst by
averaging these 4–6 values, which are recorded at different UTs within the specified time window of 2 hr.
Standard ground‐based Dst estimates are based on the hourly averaged values (60 min average) at different
ground observatories. Therefore, the finer structures that are present in the SymH index (1‐min resolution)
will be averaged out in the ground‐based Dst index, whereas our Dst estimates sometimes show up these
finer structures, and hence sometimes match better with SymH rather than Dst index. The average
percentage of deviation of our estimates from the standard Dst index for each storm varies from 4 to 13%.

4. Asymmetry in the Storm Time Current

As noted in Figure 3, the magnetic field values vary considerably between day/dawn and night/dusk passes,
thereby indicating azimuthally asymmetric part of the storm time current. Unlike the standard method of
estimating AsyH index (subtracting the symmetric ring current contribution from each station and then tak-
ing the maximum range of variation), we estimate the asymmetry directly by taking the difference between
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day/dawn and night/dusk passes. The asymmetry (difference between day/dawn and night/dusk sectors)
using satellites A and B is estimated separately. The deviations of the asymmetry derived by the satellite
passes from the AsyH index are normalized with respect to the maximum value of the AsyH index.
Figures 5a and 5b display the percentage deviation of the asymmetry seen by the satellites A and B,
respectively. The AsyH index itself is plotted in the background (grey curve). The deviations when
satellite orbits in the dawn‐dusk sector are shown by blue color, and other LT sectors are shown by red
color. One can notice that the deviation is in general less (<50%) when the satellite traversed in the dawn‐
dusk sector. The average % deviation in different time sectors is shown in Figure 6. It can be noticed that
the average deviation is ~24% when satellite traverses near the noon‐midnight meridian are considered.
The deviation drops significantly to ~8% when the satellite passes in near the dawn‐dusk meridian. The
blue curve shows the average pattern along with the standard error bars, computed for 2‐hourly bin with
an overlap window of 1 hr. This indicates that the asymmetry observed by AsyH index is better
represented by the difference between dawn‐dusk sectors. Thus, the present analysis demonstrates that
the major source for the observed asymmetry lies in the dawn‐dusk sector.

5. Longitudinal Gradients

Satellites A and C orbit in the nearby longitudes with very small separation (difference < 2°) and can be used
to compute the longitudinal gradients. Thus, Swarm gives unique opportunity to examine how the longitu-
dinal gradients of the magnetic field during disturbed time differ in different magnetic local time (MLT) sec-
tors and whether these gradients vary with latitude. In section 2, we have derived the time profile of the
storm time current (residual field after subtracting main and quiet time ionospheric current contribution).
The temporal profile of the values of the residual fields (Figure 3) at a particular latitude (e.g., values at
the equator are used for Dst estimates) is obtained using satellites A and C separately. It should also be noted
that the latitudinal difference between satellites A and C is ~0.5°, and hence, for a particular latitude, the
time (UT) differs only by ~7–8 s in both the profiles (satellites A and C), and thus, the gradients due to
temporal changes are very small. Although, the longitudinal gradients at particular latitude are estimated
by eliminating the time difference through interpolation.

The longitudinal gradient at a fixed latitude is computed as follows

Longitudinal Gradient θð Þ ¼ Res BSat A θð Þ− Res BSat C θð Þ
ɸSat A θð Þ − ɸSat C θð Þ (1)

where Res BSat A(θ) and Res BSat C(θ) represent the residual magnetic field at a given latitude θ, using satel-
lites A and C, respectively. ɸ is the longitude.

Figure 4. (a) Comparison between Dst index estimated using satellite (black curve) and ground (blue) observations, and SymH index (red). (b) Percentage deviation
of satellite‐based estimates of Dst from ground‐based Dst index.
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The contour plots of these gradients in UT‐latitude frame, in day and night sectors, during geomagnetic
storm on 8 June 2015 are shown in Figure 7 along with various geomagnetic indices (SymH, AsyH, and
AL) and interplanetary conditions (interplanetary magnetic field [IMF] Bz and SW dynamic pressure). It
can be clearly observed that the longitudinal gradients have opposite signs during daytime and nighttime.
During this storm period, the location of satellite C was always east of satellite A, and therefore, satellite
C is ahead in longitude compared to satellite A. As satellite C is ahead in longitude, the denominator in equa-
tion (1) is a negative value ((ɸSat A(θ) − ɸSat C(θ))~ − 1.45°). It should also be noted that the situation of
crossing of zero longitude has been handled appropriately to fit in the negative denominator condition.
The gradients in the day sector mostly show negative values in the main and early recovery phase.
Whereas, the gradients in the night sector have mainly positive values.

Now the question is what could be the source for the observed differences
at satellites A and C? The gradients in the magnetospheric ring current or
ionospheric currents could result in the differences at satellites A and C
measurements. At low to equatorial latitudes, during daytimes, longitudi-
nal gradients in the equatorial electrojet and Sq currents can produce the
differences in the magnetic field observations; however, it would be very
small within the longitudinal separation of ~1.5°. Also, at nighttimes E
region ionospheric currents do not exist due to ceasing of ionospheric con-
ductivity. Therefore, the observed gradients cannot be explained using
ionospheric currents of equatorial electrojet and Sq. Considering a very
small temporal separation between satellites A and C, the possibility of
the temporal variations of ring current is also ruled out. Moreover, in case
of the temporal variations, the gradients would have opposite signs in the
main (descending variation) and recovery (ascending variation) phases,
irrespective of daytime and nighttime, and hence, the gradients at day
and night should have the same sign, which is not observed. Therefore,
the gradients in the magnetospheric ring current could be the possible
source for the observed longitudinal gradients.

During 2015, the longitudinal position of satellite C was east of satellite A.
In order to visualize the situation, in Figure 8 we have sketched the

Figure 5. Percentage deviations of the asymmetry fromAsyH index, seen by satellites (a) A and (b) B, shown by bar plots. The blue color bars are usedwhen satellite
traverses in the dawn‐dusk sector; otherwise, the red color bars are used. AsyH index is shown by grey color.

Figure 6. Average % deviation of asymmetry from AsyH index estimated in
different magnetic local time sectors. The blue line shows the average pat-
tern along with the standard error bars.
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relative positions of satellites A and C in the equatorial plane in different LT sectors during 2015. In case of
the injection of particles in the ring current frommagnetotail, in the postmidnight to morning hours through
dawn, the ring current at satellite A would be stronger than that at satellite C (as satellite A is more toward

night). This would result in the stronger negative magnetic field variations
at satellite A than that at satellite C, making the difference in the residual
magnetic field (numerator of equation (1)) to be negative. Since
denominator is also a negative quantity (location of satellite C is east of
satellite A), the calculated gradients would have positive sign, On the
other hand, between premidnight to postnoon sector through dusk, Sat
C would experience stronger ring current than satellite A, making the
magnetic field difference to be positive and hence negative gradient
values. On 8 June 2015, the LT during day and night passes of satellites
A and C at middle to low latitudes lied in the afternoon and
postmidnight sectors (1215 and 0015). Thus, the gradients depicted in
Figure 7 fit well into the scenario of particle injection from the
magnetotail, with positive gradients in the postmidnight sector and
negative gradient values in the post noon sector. These gradients are in
general centered near the equator, showing similar pattern up to around
20–30° latitudes in the northern and southern hemispheres. Distinct
peaks in the gradients are evident at ~8 and 16 UT, which could be
associated with enhanced convection electric field due to southward
turning of the IMF Bz. Thus, the gradient values estimated through
present analysis support nighttime injection of the ring current particles
during the main and early recovery phases.

Figure 8. Sketch of relative positions of satellites A and C in the equatorial
plane in different LT sectors, during 2015.

Figure 7. Geomagnetic storm on 8 June 2015: First two panels on the top indicate the contours of longitudinal gradients of
storm time magnetic field variations plotted in the latitude‐time frame, on the dayside and nightside. AL, SymH, and
AsyH indices are shown in the second panel from bottom. The vertical components of the interplanetary magnetic field
and solar wind dynamic pressure are shown in the bottom‐most panel.
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In Figure 9, we present the gradient contours for another storm occurred on 17 March 2015 (traversing in
the dawn and dusk sectors). As noticed before, there are multiple steps (depressions) during the main
phase of this storm (SymH index). The gradient contours also exhibit little complex structures, unlike
the previous case displayed in Figure 7. In general, the gradients show positive (negative) gradients in
the dawn (dusk) sectors, at low latitudes, which is in accordance with the nighttime particle injection
model of the ring current. In the dawn (dusk) zone, satellite A (being west of satellite C) would be more
toward (away from) midnight, resulting in the positive (negative) values of the gradients near dawn
(dusk). However, there are a few intervals when the above‐mentioned trend reversed, for example,
between 20 and 24 UT on 17 March. Also, during this time interval, stronger gradients are evident near
higher latitudes ~30–40°, instead of near the equator. This may indicate the presence of additional current
systems. One can notice the occurrence of substorm at ~23 UT on 17 March, which can result in intense
sheet‐like FACs (Iijima & Potemra, 1978), dissipating magnetospheric energy into the ionosphere
(Akasofu, 1977). However, there were multiple substorms in the interval between 13 and 20 UT, during
which gradients did not peak significantly at higher latitudes. One possible explanation for this observa-
tion could be that the location of the ring current moves earthward with the development of the ring
current and also the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval shifts to the lower latitudes. This may
result in the situation, where the field lines carrying the FACs would cross the LEO orbit at lower
latitudes (~ ±40°). And hence LEO satellite would observe the gradients more effectively, compared to
those when ring current is located away from the Earth. The recovery of the storm began at 23 UT on
17 March, and coincidently, there was an onset of a substorm, although IMF Bz turned northward only
after 23 UT. Ohtani et al. (2001) have reported that if the beginning of the recovery phase observed in the
SymH index coincides with the onset of the substorm, then it is not actual recovery of the ring current but
the disruption of the tail current, which results in the reduced westward current and hence may appear as
a recovery of the ring current.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 7 but for 17–18 March 2015 geomagnetic storm.
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6. Discussion

The residual magnetic field variations obtained after subtracting internal geomagnetic field and quiet time
current contributions from the magnetic field recorded by Swarm spacecraft during magnetically active
times contain the contributions mostly due to storm time currents. The residual fields obtained in this man-
ner are found to follow the temporal profile of Dst variations very closely, during geomagnetic storms. To
estimate the Dst values, we have utilized the residual fields at the equatorial crossings recorded by multiple
spacecrafts traversing in different local time sectors. This is analogous to the traditional method of computa-
tion of Dst index from ground observatories located in different local times. However, the ground observa-
tories are selected from the low to middle latitudinal belt, excluding near equatorial locations, to avoid
the complications due to equatorial electrojet currents. And then estimating the ring current index at the
equator (dividing by an average of the cosine of dipole latitude; Iyemori et al., Web publication wdc.kugi.
kyoto‐u.ac.jp, 2010). The present method utilizes directly the magnetic fields recorded at the equator and
found to match very well with the ground‐based Dst values. Out of three satellites of Swarm mission, two
satellites (A and B) were separated by more than 20°, after April 2014. In this paper, we estimate Dst for
the geomagnetic storms occurred between April 2014 and August 2015. It is found that the match between
our estimates and ground‐based Dst index is very good. The average deviation between these two is around
4–13%. In fact, sometimes the satellite‐based Dst estimates match better with SymH index rather than
ground‐based Dst index. Thus, present analysis suggests that the conventional condition on the selection
of ground‐based observatories can be relaxed to include even near equatorial stations, while estimating
Dst/SymH index.

We have noticed large differences between day/dawn and night/dusk magnetic field variations (Figure 3),
particularly when AsyH index gets enhanced. Therefore, instead of opting for the traditional method for esti-
mating asymmetry of the ring current (AsyH index), we have estimated the asymmetry by taking the differ-
ence between the residual magnetic field strengths at two MLT sectors separated by 12 hr. Our estimates
show a good match with the AsyH index, especially when satellite traverses in the dawn‐dusk sector. This
indicates that the major source of asymmetry in the storm time current observed through ground measure-
ments lies in the dawn‐dusk sector.

We have noted that the variations are stronger in the dusk‐to‐night sectors compared to dawn‐to‐day sectors,
in general. Our observation of higher magnetic field variations near dusk than dawn is consistent with the
previous LEO satellite‐based observations of storm time global Birkeland currents (Anderson et al., 2005).
Using geomagnetic data from 98 low latitude to midlatitude stations, SuperMAG computes partial ring
current indices at different local times (SMR‐00, SMR‐06, SMR‐12, and SMR‐18), which are available at
http://supermag.jhuapl.edu/indices. Newell and Gjerloev (2012)) have reported that the SMR at different
LTs differ significantly during geomagnetic storms, with larger amplitudes at dusk times. However, the
statistical study using the curlometer technique on Cluster data revealed that the westward quiet time ring
current (Dst > −30 nT) grows away from noon to dawnside and decays frommidnight to noon through dusk
region (Zhang et al., 2011). Thus, the observations at ground and LEO satellite heights differ from those at
Cluster (~4–4.5 RE altitude). Unlike magnetospheric missions, the altitude of observations using LEO space-
craft measurements is almost constant. Thus, the spatial and temporal scales of sampling differ significantly
in the magnetospheric and near‐Earth regions. Cluster results were explained by Zhang et al. (2011) through
R2 FACs connecting magnetosphere and ionosphere. If the ring currents are fed by the upcoming R2 FACs at
dawn and removed by the downward R2 currents near dusk, then it would give higher values near dawn than
that at dusk. They also mention the other possibility that part of the enhanced current in certain MLT sectors
could be due to an increase in the mean AE activity. The MLT pattern reported by Zhang et al. (2011) is
basically for the quiet time ring current (Dst > −30 nT), while the study carried out in the present paperis
explicitly during geomagnetic storms.We also notice that the difference between dawn and dusk values is sig-
nificantly less during prestorm intervals. Therefore, it may not be appropriate to compare our results with
Zhang et al. (2011). Using multispacecraft magnetic field observations by Cluster, Shen et al. (2014) found
that the radius of curvature of the magnetic field lines reduces at all local times during geomagnetic storms,
which changes ring currentmagnetic geometry and hence the spatial distribution of the particles with various
energies in the plasmasphere, ring current, and radiation belts considerably. They further reported that
during similar storm activity the radius of curvature of the local magnetic field lines is smallest on the night-
side to duskside, medium on the dawnside, and largest on the dayside, suggesting large local time asymmetry.
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Now the question is why the disturbed time magnetic fields presented in this paper have stronger values in

night/dusk than day/dawn sectors? It is known that the pressure gradient currents B
B2 ×∇P⊥

� �
form an

important contribution to the azimuthally circulating ring current around the Earth (Lui et al., 1987;
Vasyliunas, 1984). If the pressure gradients at the outer boundary are uniform in all LT sectors, then the ring
current would be symmetric in all LTs. The differences in the storm time current at dawn and dusk sector
may suggest an unequal plasma pressure gradient at dawn and dusk. Interestingly, Lui (2003) observed that
the proton pressure is generally higher in the dusk midnight sector than in the postmidnight sector during
high Kp values. The higher plasma pressures at dusk can be explained as follows: The movement of ions
from nightside to dusk may result in larger plasma densities at dusk than that at dawn, due to possibilities
of scattering of charged particles before they reach dawn. Also, the ion temperatures are higher than the
electron temperatures. Therefore, the plasma pressure (P = nkT) in the ring current is higher at dusk, and
consequently, the pressure gradients with respect to the outer magnetosphere are also high. This would
eventually produce larger ring currents at dusk. The additional contribution from the magnetotail currents
could be responsible for the larger values in the nighttime sectors (Kalegaev et al., 2005).

Since the longitudinal and latitudinal separation between the orbits of satellites A and C is very small, it is
possible to gain knowledge about the longitudinal gradients in the storm time currents and their latitudinal
extent. Use of the other pair of satellites A/C and B to compute the longitudinal gradients is not possible as
the latitudinal difference between satellites A/C and B is very high, which can introduce very large tem-
poral variations in the computations of gradients. For example, during 8 June 2015 event, the latitudinal
difference between satellites A and B can be as large as 145°, giving time difference of ~36 min. This indi-
cates that satellites A and B may fall in different LT sectors. So other than temporal variations, gradients
due to difference in LT sectors also get introduced. At the same time, large latitudinal differences can also
introduce gradients due to different current sources acting at different latitudes. Therefore, computing
gradients using A/C and B will not be helpful in drawing a meaningful conclusion. Also, it is important
to note that the satellite B orbiting at a higher altitude has different orbital velocity compared to that of
satellites A and C. Therefore, the latitudinal difference of satellite B from satellite A/C is not constant. It
changes from pass to pass. Thus, the value of the latitudinal difference mentioned above is true for a
particular pass, and it changes during the consecutive passes. On the other hand, satellites A and C
maintain the same speed after orbital maneuvering period (after April 2014). So they maintain a constant
latitudinal distance, which is around 0.5° after April 2014, and hence, temporal variations of ~ 7 s are very
small. Therefore, the gradients calculated using satellites A and C is an appropriate pair for the computation
of gradients, rather than satellites A/C and B.

It is observed that in general, the gradients are stronger near the equator during the main phase of the storm
with a latitudinal width of ~20–30° in each hemisphere. Significant gradient values observed during night-
times near equator rule out the contribution due to gradients in the ionospheric currents such as equatorial
electrojet. The gradients in the postmidnight to prenoon sector and in the postnoon to premidnight sector
have opposite signs. This eliminates the possibility of the contribution due to temporal variations of the ring
current, in the observed longitudinal gradients. The observed feature of exactly opposite gradients in the
opposite local time sectors is found to be consistent with the scenario of particle injection from the magneto-
tail (explained in section 5). The stronger gradients are observed at higher latitudes during the episodes of
substorms, which might be associated with the ionospheric currents related to FACs.

7. Summary

1. The present paper studies the magnetic field measurements recorded by multisatellite polar orbiting mis-
sion, Swarm, during magnetically active times.

2. During geomagnetic storm period, the residual magnetic field can be considered as a proxy for storm time
currents and are found to follow the temporal profile of Dst/SymH variations very closely.

3. These variations at the equatorial crossings recorded by multiple spacecraft are used to estimate the Dst
values and are found to have a good match with the ground‐based Dst index. The average deviation
between these two is around 4–13%. Therefore, the present study suggests that the accustomed condition
on the selection of ground observatories to estimate Dst/SymH indices can be relaxed to include even
near equatorial stations.
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4. We have estimated the asymmetry in storm time currents by taking the difference between the magnetic
field variations at two local time sectors separated by 12 hr, which shows a good match with the AsyH
index, especially when satellite traverses in the dawn‐dusk sector. This indicates that the dominant
source of asymmetry in the ring current observed through AsyH index lies in the dawn‐dusk sector.

5. In general, the magnetic field variations are stronger in the dusk‐to‐night sector than dawn‐to‐day sector,
which could be due to the larger pressure‐gradients near night‐to‐dusk caused by the ion movements.

6. The important advantage of Swarm mission is that it provides an opportunity to investigate the longitu-
dinal gradients in the ring current.

7. The azimuthal gradients in the postmidnight to prenoon sector and in the postnoon to premidnight sec-
tor have opposite signs.

8. It is observed that in general, the gradients are stronger near the equator during the main phase of the
storm with a latitudinal width of ~20–30° in each hemisphere and are supportive to the idea of
particle‐injection from the magnetotail.

9. The stronger gradients are observed at higher‐latitudes (~40°) during the episodes of substorms and
might be associated with the ionospheric/FACs.
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